Scope of Authority

Product area
- GPSD
- New Approach Directives
- Fuels (Directive 98/70/EC)
- Packaging, Waste, Air Protection
- NLF
- CPR – 305/2011

Consumer protection
- Consumer Protection Act (634/1992);
+ Civil Code a implemented EU Directives:
  - 2005/29/EC, unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices;
  - 2011/83/EU, on consumer rights;
  - 93/13/EEC, on unfair terms in consumer contracts;
  - etc.
- Protection of intellectual property rights;
- 2008/48/EC, on credit agreements for consumers;
- others – fiscal state interests (tobacco products labeling and alcohol product labeling), etc.
International Cooperation

- MS Joint actions and other cross borderer projects
- Participation and cooperation in different administration and working groups (ADCO, WELMEC, COEN, IMP-MSG, RATF etc.)
- ICSMS
- RAPEX
- Guidelines
- Study visits
- Etc.
Working/Expert groups

- IMP-MSG, IMP-ICSMS
- ADCO (LVD, EMC, PPE, Toys, RC, ATEX, GAD, NOISE, PED, Machinery, Lifts, WG5, CPR)
- CSN – products sold online
- Rapex
- CPC
Joint Actions

- MID Project – Utility meters
- Prosafe JA2013 (ongoing action)
  - Toys
  - Scooters
  - Cots
  - Smoke detectors
  - Horizontals
- Prosafe JA2014 (grant signed in May 2015)
  - Toys
  - Child Care Articles
  - Hand drills
  - LED/CFL Lights
  - Horizontals
Toys
- Mechanical and chemical risks (in paints, in plastic parts); EN 71-1:2011; EN 71-3:2013
- Spanish laboratory AIJU in Alicante
- 68 types of toys sampled by CTIA and sent to the laboratory; 16 types failed the tests in essential requirements

Scooters (kids and sport)
- 10 samples tested, EN 71-1:2013, EN 14619:2005, so far only 1 sample out of ten passed all tests
Smoke detectors
- 4 types per participating country
- Under tests at the moment
- EN 14604

MID Project – Utility meters
- 2 types of electrometers (EN 50470-3: 2006), 1 type of heat meter (EN 1434-4: 2007)
- Czech metrology institute
- All samples passed the tests, formal checks being finished at the moment
CSN – On-line Product Safety Sweep

- Banned or Recalled Products → Rapex
- Around 100 websites visited
- Found several products notified in Rapex weekly reports on various websites – mainly non-Czech websites
- LVD, textile, Toys
- 2 products were found on the Czech website, measures are being taken at the moment
ICSMS

- National administrator since 06/2012 (first training in CZ)
- + 9 other Czech state administration bodies
- Update of the internal instructions of use
- Ongoing identification of bodies to be included in ICSMS
- 116 non-compliant products notified
- Source of information about non-compliant products around EU
- DRPI and interface with Rapex
Thank you for your attention!

www.coi.cz/en
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